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ABSTRACT
Distributed space mission concepts are emerging for scientific applications requiring constellations of hundreds to
thousands of satellites. Analogous to proliferating terrestrial wireless sensor networks, massively distributed space
sensor networks will enable the observation of real-time multi-point phenomenology. For example, an ionospheric
plasma depletion sensor network would shed light on “plasma bubbles” accepted as the cause of satellite navigation
and communication signal scintillation at low latitudes in the post-dusk sector. Economics dictate a low-cost, massproducible sensor node for this prospective class of space mission. One promising concept is a satellite-on-a-printed
circuit board (PCBSat), which leverages the multi-billion dollar infrastructure of the commercial PCB industry. The
system configuration goals are: 10x10x2 cm and approximately 200 g mass, while supporting a small sensor, such as
the Miniature Electrostatic Analyzer (MESA). Three interim stage prototype design cycles and partial environmental
testing have been completed successfully. This paper briefly surveys distributed space missions and presents a
complete mission architecture for the ionospheric plasma depletion study. Sub-kilogram very small satellite
technologies are then discussed, followed by comparative cost modeling for commercial mass-production. The
detailed design and environmental testing results of PCBSat complete the paper, including launch opportunities.
of ionospheric plasma depletions, otherwise known as
“plasma bubbles.” A low-cost, mass-producible sensor
node for this new class of space mission is required.

INTRODUCTION
Distributed space mission concepts are emerging for
scientific applications requiring constellations of
hundreds to thousands of satellites.1 Analogous to
proliferating terrestrial wireless sensor networks,2
massively distributed space sensor networks will enable
the observation of real-time multi-point phenomena.
For example, there is an unrealized family of space
weather
missions
for
simultaneous
in-situ
measurements of phenomena over a large volume. One
interesting mission is the detection, mapping, and study
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This paper proposes a mission architecture and system
design, complete with payload, to quantify ionospheric
plasma depletions. This mission and payload are used
as the baseline reference for discussion throughout the
paper. The range of potential very small satellite
options is then discussed, including traditional
picosatellites, microengineered aerospace systems,
1
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formation would only briefly exist before orbital
perturbations disturbed the arrangement. The
motivation for formation flying is to synthesize a virtual
aperture, antenna, or real sensor web to attain mission
performance levels that currently cannot be achieved by
a monolithic satellite. Most aspects of this concept have
been widely studied, but the first implementation has
yet to be realized, with the exception of a few initial
experiments. The rest of this section discusses current
and planned distributed satellite systems.

satellite-on-a-chip
(SpaceChip),
satellite-on-amultichip-module (MCMSat), and satellite-on-a-PCB
(PCBSat). The initial design of the PCBSat flight model
is then presented, which is followed by a summary of
environmental testing results. The paper concludes with
the way forward, including future launch opportunities.
DISTRIBUTED SPACE MISSIONS REVIEW
Distributed space missions are becoming increasingly
popular. These missions are realized by distributed
satellite systems, sometimes called distributed space
systems. Shaw3 offers the most complete definition,
identifying two formal types. He makes a clear
classification between traditional constellations and
emerging cluster mission architectures. A distributed
satellite system taxonomy is shown in Figure 1.
Constellation scenarios do not typically require precise
orientation between spacecraft but may optionally
require propulsive stationkeeping. Satellites in a
constellation are linked via ground stations, with the
rare exception of crosslinks (intersatellite links).

Current Distributed Satellite Systems
A selection of current distributed satellite systems,
grouped in the four typical mission categories:
communications, navigation, remote sensing, and
science, are listed in Table 1. With the exception of
navigation systems, large distributed missions have just
emerged in the past decade, with IRIDIUM being the
only commercial constellation with crosslinks.
Distributed science missions have been rare until very
recently. The Cluster mission, launched in 2000, is
arguably the first satellite “cluster” to gather scientific
data on the magnetosphere in three dimensions. Cluster
is a maintained constellation of four satellites that forms
a tetrahedron of various geometries on a periodic basis.
The follow-on Double Star mission added two more
satellites. Similarly, the Earth Observation System
(EOS) is a coordinated collection of 17 satellites
performing various types of remote sensing and science
missions. The recent launches of ST5, FORMOSAT3/COSMIC, and THEMIS indicate a growing interest in
distributed science missions, but note that mission costs
are still too high for most science budgets.

Figure 1: Distributed Satellite Systems Taxonomy4
The second distributed satellite system type classified
by Shaw introduces the concept of a local cluster,
where satellites are intentionally placed close together
in the same orbit to train on a common target.
Optionally, this cluster of satellite nodes may have a
more complex instantiation, commonly referred to as a
formation. Formation flying requires that satellites in a
cluster maintain precise spacing and orientation relative
to each other, with the level of precision based on
mission requirements. This requirement directly implies
that the spacecraft must have precise real-time location
knowledge of all nodes and a propulsion system to
maintain the formation. Otherwise, an ideally placed

Emerging Distributed Satellite Systems
There has been a recent literary “explosion” of
distributed mission topics. For example, the terms
distributed satellite systems, satellite formation flying,
and satellite cluster have become popular in AIAA
publications as highlighted in Table 2. Notably, before
1996, the term “satellite cluster” is used to describe
close spacing in Geostationary orbit (GEO).

Table 1: Selected Distributed Satellite Systems1
Mission Type

System

First Launch

Communication

IRIDIUM
ORBCOMM
Globalstar
GPS
GLONASS
DMC
EOS
Cluster/DS
ST5
COSMIC
THEMIS

1997
1997
1998
1978
1982
2002
1997
2000
2006
2006
2007

Navigation
Remote Sensing
Science
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Number of
Satellites
66
26
24
24
24
5
17
6
3
6
5

Type

Orbit

Constellation w/crosslinks
Constellation w/ground links
Constellation w/ground links
Constellation w/ground links
Constellation w/ground links
Constellation w/ground links
Constellation w/ground links
Constellation w/ground links
Constellation w/ground links
Constellation w/ground links
Constellation w/ground links

LEO
LEO
LEO
MEO
MEO
LEO
Varied
HEO
MEO
LEO
HEO

2

Satellite
Mass (kg)
689
22
222
989-1,077
~1,400
166
Varied
1,200/330
25
69
128

System Cost
(Million USD)
~5,000
~330
unknown
>2,000
unknown
40
unknown
~600
130
55
200
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sensing missions are being considered based on small
satellites, such as:4

Table 2: Distributed Satellite System Terms in
AIAA Publications as of June 2007
Year
Before 1991
1991-1995
1996-2000
2001-2005
2006-Present

“Distributed
Satellite
System”
0
0
27
41
6

Satellite
“Formation
Flying”
0
0
16
82
20

“Satellite
Cluster”

•

19
10
23
80
20

•
•
•

Current realities fall short of previous predictions of a
boom in low Earth orbit (LEO) based distributed
communication missions. IRIDIUM, Globalstar, and
ORBCOMM have struggled to survive this poorly
predicted market, but fortunately, renewed interest in
these existing constellations has been fueled by
emerging applications, resulting in recent contracts to
replenish some of these constellations. Still, large
satellites in GEO appear to be the mainstay of highbandwidth global communications for the near term.

•
•

Reconfigurability of satellite nodes would also be
required for more advanced missions, such as:4
•

GPS, GLONASS, and the proposed Galileo system are
traditional constellations with ground links. Neither
crosslinks nor clusters have been proposed for
distributed navigation systems. Instead, the current
focus is on their vulnerability to jamming. Increasing
the radio frequency (RF) power output and other
techniques will be used, causing their mass to rise.

•

•
•

Volcano, fire, or Earthquake pre-emptive warning
Treaty monitoring (Kyoto, RF, nuclear, other)
Distress beacon monitoring
Space control, intelligence, other military uses
Imaging with frequent temporal repeats and high
spatial resolution
Constellation sharing where contributing members
access the services of the entire group
Disposable, short-lived, rapid-response sensor
networks for use in LEO and upper atmosphere

PROPOSED DISTRIBUTED SCIENCE MISSIONS
The ionosphere is the ionized component of the upper
atmosphere, extending from around 80 km upwards.
This is the ambient environment for spacecraft in a
wide variety of orbits, and the propagation medium for
communications between satellites and ground.
Therefore, understanding the physical processes in the
ionosphere are vital when predicting ionospheric ‘space
weather’ effects, which are widely accepted as a source
of communication and navigation signal loss.

Reconfigurability of the satellite nodes would be
required for more advanced missions, such as:4
•
•

Beam forming to remotely sense a particular
location at optical or radio wavelengths
Minimize power expenditure by dynamically
optimizing RF links

The ionosphere varies over a wide range of scale sizes,
from the ion and electron gyro-radii of the order of
centimeters, to electromagnetic- and thermospheredriven effects on the order of thousands of kilometers.
Global-scale phenomena have been studied with in-situ
and remote measurements since the 1930s. However, it
is only recently that the importance of small-scale

Science and exploration missions have traditionally
been dominated by single-spacecraft or interplanetary
probe architectures due to typically limited science
budgets and resources. New simultaneous multi-point
Barnhart

Measuring ion or electron scale space weather
events and effects within the magnetosphere
Compensating for interference from other sources
such as radiation (lightning, trapped radiation e.g.
South Atlantic Anomaly, and stray electromagnetic
fields) by frequency hopping

Formation flying is out of the scope of this research, as
it is a very complex, multi-faceted problem.5
Consequently, no complete formation flying missions
have been realized beyond a few limited experiments.
Several significant proposals, such as the Terrestrial
Planet Finder, are depending on this technology to
achieve sensor aperture sizes that are orders of
magnitude larger than current monolithic solutions. Our
research is focused on missions that can be enabled by
space-based wireless sensor networks that are employed
using non-maintained constellations with crosslinks.

There are numerous envisioned distributed remote
sensing systems; however, very few of them have gone
beyond the conceptual or experimental phase. Below
are some examples of constellation-based missions that
require simultaneous multi-point sensing:4
•
•
•
•
•

Magnetotail behavioral studies, solar wind
variations, and other Geospace science
Interplanetary exploration with satellite-on-a-chip
Monitoring and warning of large area space
phenomena, mainly space weather, including
plasma and radiation density
Monitoring wide-area highly time dependant
phenomena, such as atmospheric drag or Aurora
Detailed characterization of environments to
support interplanetary exploration, such as Mars,
asteroids, or other planets
Upper atmosphere monitoring, e.g. CO2 levels at
60-250 km
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The known “truth” measurements at every sensor node
will improve the accuracy of the tomographic
reconstruction algorithms by using a priori knowledge
of sparse data points in the system to constrain the
reconstructed ionosphere.9 Satellite separations would
be of the order of hundreds of meters to tens of
kilometers, using tomography to complement and
extend the resolution and range of ground-based
measurements. Individual ion sensors will take data at
sub-millisecond cadence, corresponding to spatial
structuring (albeit making certain assumptions about
temporal structuring) down to ~meter scales.

structure in the ionosphere has been realized through
high spatial and temporal resolution modeling studies.6
Small-scale (meters to kilometers) variations in
ionospheric density have been observed by in-situ
spacecraft passing periodically through regions of
interest, and by remote techniques, which effectively
integrate observed variables over small regions in space
and time.
A constellation of sensor nodes can make multiple insitu point source measurements of ionospheric density
and temperature over scale sizes from centimeters
upwards as the “flock” disperses from a common
separation point (or separation locus). Node spacings of
the order of 10 cm would require a data-sampling rate
of 10 µs or faster to resolve space-time ambiguities in
LEO. So larger spacings are a preferred to keep the data
rate down. The acquisition data rate will strongly drive
on-board analysis and data downlink requirements. The
upper bound of spatial resolution is limited only by the
effective range of inter-sensor communications and
consequently power requirements. Three related
missions are now discussed further.

Mission #2 – Joule Heating Sources
The production and propagation mechanisms of largescale traveling atmospheric disturbances or gravity
waves have been studied in detail over many years.10
The dominant production mechanism is thought to be
Joule heating of the neutral atmosphere.11-12 The
component of Joule heating due to small-scale electric
field variability (calculated from theoretical
considerations and broadly confirmed from incoherent
scatter radar observations) is thought to be as important
as bulk flows averaged over scale sizes of kilometers or
more, and over several hours.13-15

Mission #1 – Dayside Mid-Latitude Trough Structure
The dayside mid-latitude trough is a persistent feature
of the post-noon winter auroral ionosphere, located 1020 degrees equatorward of the nominal auroral oval.
The equatorward trough wall is dominated by solar
ionization extending from daytime through twilight,
whereas the poleward wall is thought to be caused by
particle precipitation. The trough is further deepened by
depleted magnetic flux tubes convected from the
nightside.7 Flux tubes at high latitudes show scale-free
spatial structure fluctuations down to 45 km, where the
structure is thought to be driven by the solar wind.8 The
lower limits of spatial resolution of the ionospheric are
inherent limits of the ground-based observing
techniques predominantly used (radio tomography,
coherent, and incoherent scatter radar), of the order of
tens of kilometers.

Direct measurements of energy deposition into the
thermosphere from electromagnetic sources require
detailed knowledge of many atmospheric parameters.
However, at upper F-region altitudes where the
atmosphere is largely collision-free, certain simplifying
assumptions can be made such that the Joule heating
rate can be estimated from the macroscopic frictional
heating rate,16 which can be estimated from density,
temperature, and velocity measurements of both the
neutral and the ionized atmospheres. Both neutral and
ion flows can be integrated over large volumes of space
with ground-based instrumentation (e.g. using FabryPerot interferometers and radar, respectively).
However, measurements of the small-scale variability
require point source measurements from e.g. neutral
spectrometers.

A distributed mission flying through the mid-latitude
trough region (orbital inclination > ~50 degrees) at
upper F-region altitudes (~350-600 km), utilizing ion
density and temperature sensors and dual-phase radio
transceivers on each satellite, would enable both high
resolution point source and radio tomographic mapping
of the ionospheric volume within the constellation. This
would complement the comparatively low resolution,
broad coverage ionospheric mapping currently
available from satellite-to-ground tomography/radar
techniques, and sparse ionosonde data.
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A distributed mission in the auroral regions observing
small-scale Joule heating will require one or more
neutral and ion velocity detectors on each spacecraft.
Magnetic fields may be obtained either using onboard
magnetometers or (less ideally) interpolating from the
dense networks of ground-based magnetometers
currently available. A device that measures ion energy
(and hence, assuming ion composition, one component
of the ion velocity vector) can also be used as the basis
of a neutral spectrometer. Compact, low-power ionizing
devices are being developed that would ionize the
neutral gas entering the device after ambient ions have
been rejected.17
4
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Small separations between spacecraft (centimeters to
hundreds of meters) are highly desirable in order to
characterize the atmosphere on these scale sizes, which
means the required inter-sensor communication range
will not be great. Very high cadence data taking will be
required while on-board data analysis and compression
would mitigate the high volume data download
requirements. Direct measurements of ion and neutral
fluxes require attitude determination to a high precision
(of the order of degrees), with at least one axis
(preferably three) stability and multiple instruments to
accurately determine the three-dimensional velocity
vectors of the ambient ionosphere and thermosphere.
Traditionally such stability has required large, powerhungry attitude and control devices such as reaction
wheels and magnetorquers to control the attitude of
large spacecraft. Very small spacecraft could use
nontraditional passive attitude control techniques,
which are briefly discussed later in this paper.

Gravitationally driven instabilities peculiar to the
equatorial ionosphere have been observed for over 30
years.19-20 The dominant mechanism for these
instabilities is a modified form of the generalized
Rayleigh-Taylor (GRT) instability21 in the lower
ionosphere. Once formed, the bubbles propagate
zonally at speeds of tens or hundreds of meters per
second22 and can rise rapidly through buoyant
convection to the topside ionosphere (which is stable
against GRT modes), where they may then propagate
meridionally to midlatitudes and deplete entire
magnetic flux tubes.23-24
Satellite communications are known to be disturbed by
these depletions, with the disturbance manifesting itself
as scintillation of radio signals, making forecasting
scintillation a top priority. The Communication/
Navigation Outage Forecasting System (C/NOFS) is
currently being developed to measure (and in
conjunction with other datasets and empirical models,
to forecast) scintillation in the equatorial ionosphere,
with a projected orbit of 400x700 km and 13 degree
inclination.25-26 The Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program (DMSP) satellites make similar measurements
over polar orbits. Datasets from the C/NOFS and
DMSP satellites, together with ground-based detectors
integrating over volumes of space, will be assimilated
into global predictive models. However, the
quantitative relationship between the accuracy of the
model and the number of sparse “known truth” inputs is
unknown.

This mission is perhaps more suited to either a high
altitude sounding rocket launch system or a
“mothership” releasing small groups of satellites into
auroral regions of interest every few orbits. Such a
spacecraft would only be able to maintain radio
communication for a short time before orbital
disturbances increase the separation beyond their
effective communications range. If enough sensor
nodes are deployed, the sensor web should be able to be
maintained. It is also possible for the mission to use
essentially autonomous spacecraft that remain coupled
onto the mothership through a network of long semirigid booms, allowing the mothership to deal with the
problems of three-axis stability at the expense of the
fixing relative positions of the sensors and hence
limiting knowledge of spatial scales.

The understanding gained by such a mission would
positively affect private, commercial, government, and
military sectors, which depend on satellite
communication and navigation for commerce, political
stability, and military operations. This mission is used
as the baseline for discussion throughout the paper.

Mission #3 – Ionospheric Plasma Bubbles
Ionospheric plasma depletions, otherwise known as
“plasma bubbles,”18 which typically occur in LEO at
low latitudes after sunset, are believed to cause
communication and navigation satellite signal outages
by scintillating the signal as conceptually illustrated in
Figure 2.

PLASMA BUBBLES MISSION DESIGN
A mission consisting of a sensor network constellation
in LEO measuring the plasma density and temperature
at specific time/location intervals would provide
additional data points to the C/NOFS dataset, helping to
quantify the accuracy of the forecast model. Physical
separations of the sensors would partially resolve some
of the space/time ambiguities (inherent in taking pointsource measurements with a single spacecraft) inside
the local volume envelope encapsulating the sensor
constellation. The spatial resolution of measurements
taken by a sensor node constellation is on the order of
the typical separation, while the temporal resolution is
defined by the data-taking rate, provided that the
location of each sensor node is known to these
resolutions or better.

Figure 2: Plasma Bubble Scintillation
Barnhart
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The measurement of plasma parameters, and inferences
made about spatial and temporal structuring, in the
local volume envelope, will aid in validating and
improving physical models of plasma bubble formation
and propagation, in addition to simply contributing
more “known truth” measurements to assimilative
models. The goal is to produce models able to forecast
scintillation through plasma bubble indicator proxies.

In Figure 3, one can see that the sensor satellite and the
relay satellite drift more than 100 km apart after about
ten days due to the differing ballistic coefficients. Much
work has already been completed on realizing this type
of constellation.27 More investigation is underway to
create a useful constellation lasting only a few months.
The ultimate goal would be to populate an orbit with
enough sensor nodes to maintain the network, with
fringe nodes coming in and out of communication
range. Creating space debris is concerning for some, so
the mission life will be kept sufficiently short.

Various orbits are possible with this configuration. A
mid-latitude orbit with 30-35 degrees inclination, 350500 km altitude, would intercept (at maximum latitude)
the flux tubes of equatorial plasma bubbles at 1500 km
while intercepting low-altitude bubbles directly.
Moreover, there would be regular conjunctions with
C/NOFS giving the opportunity to make simultaneous
in-situ plasma densities on the same flux tube.18

Miniaturized ElectroStatic Analyzer Payload
MESA28 has been developed to provide a low-cost,
low-impact sensor to record ion and electron densities
temperatures around LEO satellites. The sensor is
suitable for other orbits as well, using radiationhardened electronics and a charge multiplier.

Typical sensor separations of kilometers to hundreds of
kilometers, given the appropriate inter-sensor
communication system, would enable measurements of
the depletion volumes on the order of 1% of the scale
size of typical plasma bubbles. Orbital and separation
dynamics will cause the satellites to naturally drift apart
over time, allowing a range of bubble scale sizes to be
studied in sequence over the lifetime of the mission.

The instrument is an ion or electron spectrometer,
whereby charged particles are steered through an ‘Sbend’ by an electric field between two plates, biased the
same polarity as the species of interest. The energy
passband is selected by the geometry of the plates, the
applied voltage across them, and the separation and size
of the entrance and exit collimating apertures. Varying
the applied voltage allows particles of differing
energies to be steered through and spectra to be taken.
Optional on-board processing allows multiple
collection modes, pre-processing, and selective
compression of data. Combined with on-board storage,
this allows intelligent data collection when real-time
high-speed telemetry is unavailable.

Very preliminary Satellite Toolkit (STK) simulations
have been undertaken to investigate the relationship
between the mission lifetime and communication range.
Atmospheric drag is the dominant orbital perturbation
in LEO. The scenario was configured as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High precision orbital propagator (HPOP)
Harris-Priester atmospheric density model
500 km circular orbit with 30 degrees inclination
One 10x10x10 cm, 1 kg data relay satellite
One 10x10x2 cm, 250 g sensor satellite
No propulsion on either satellite
100 km maximum communication range
Both satellites released simultaneously (no delta V)

MESA was originally developed for flight on the US
Air Force Academy’s FalconSAT-218 as a low-cost
low-impact “peel and stick” sensor capable of being
integrated onto any three-axis stabilized satellite.
Following the failure of the first SpaceX Falcon-1
launch vehicle, MESA was integrated into the MISSE-6
mission on the International Space Station and has been
selected as a payload on four other LEO satellite
missions (FalconSAT-5, PnPSAT, AndeSAT, and
MISSE-7). Using MESA on a tumbling satellite with
restricted bandwidth will be challenging.
A schematic of the instrument is shown in Figure 4.
The left panel shows a SIMION (ion simulation
software tool) simulation trace of ions entering the
spectrometer on the left, passing through a first
collimation stage, then being deflected by an electric
field between the upper and lower central plates, before
exiting through a second collimation stage and
impinging on a current collector plate (not shown). The
right panel shows the MESA instrument package (in a
complete stand-alone configuration for MISSE-6).

Figure 3. STK Simulation of Satellite Drift,
Relating Drift Distance vs. Time
Barnhart
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Now that the mission architecture is defined, potential
solutions and costs for the satellite nodes are discussed
in the following sections.
VERY SMALL SATELLITE TECHNOLOGIES
Since the dawn of the space age in 1957, increasing
mission requirements have driven up satellite mass
from Sputnik’s 84 kg to over 6,000 kg for some
systems today. Consequently, cost, complexity,
program timelines, and management overhead have
grown considerably. Reversing this trend, a fastgrowing small satellite industry, rooted in academia,
has enabled increasingly capable and cost-effective
space missions as shown in Table 3 and Figure 5.
Focusing on sub-500 kg satellites, their success is based
on embracing sensibly reduced requirements and
leveraging commercial technology.

Figure 4: MESA Sensor
Measuring ions requires that the MESA face be
oriented in the ram direction to within +/- 4 degrees in
pitch. Thus, MESA can be used to assist in confirming
orientation prior to establishment of three-axis stability
in a larger satellite with attitude control. Electrons in
LEO can be measured with the sensor head at any
attitude, and the electron density can be used to
estimate the ion density (or vice versa) by assuming
quasi-neutrality of the plasma. The only other constraint
is that the local magnetic field must be kept less than
0.2 Gauss.

One of the goals of this research is to compare existing
and new very small satellite technologies (subkilogram), then determine which one is the most costeffective for our baseline science mission. These
include traditional picosatellites, microengineered
aerospace systems, satellite-on-a-chip, satellite-on-amultichip-module (MCM), and satellite-on-a-printed
circuit board (PCB).

Currently, in a stand-alone, encapsulated configuration
with supporting electronics as in Figure 4, it has a mass
of 150 g, measures 10x10x3 cm, requires 300 mW of
power, and produces data at a rate of 6 kB/sec in highresolution mode. The sensor alone has a mass of 80 g
and requires less than 100 mW. MESA is configured
for nominal operations to measure the density and,
assuming a Maxwellian distribution, calculate the
temperature, of ions and/or electrons. Diagnostic modes
allow for full spectra over the energy range 0-20 eV
with step sizes as low as 0.01 eV to be produced at a
consequently higher data-producing rate.

Table 3: Satellite Categories
by Mass and Approximate Costs4

System Architecture Requirements
With a mission and payload identified, the system
architecture requirements can be derived for a
technology demonstration mission. Some of the toplevel requirements and constraints are:
•
•
•

•
•

•

The space segment cost shall not exceed $300K
All components shall be commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) and/or fabricated by best commercial
practices to the maximum extent possible
The demonstration constellation shall be comprised
of 10 sub-kilogram sensor nodes and a supporting
kilogram-class store-and-forward relay satellite
released from a single standard deployment system
The mission life shall be at least 3 months,
terminated by re-entry or communication loss
Each sensor node shall provide the payload with
100 mW of power, collect data once a second with
a location and time stamp, then forward the data
through a mesh network to a ground station
No attitude or orbit control shall be required

Barnhart

Category

Mass, kg

Cost, USD

Large Satellite

>1000

0.1-2B

Medium Satellite

500-1000

50-100M

Minisatellite

100-500

10-50M

Microsatellite

10-100

2-10M

Nanosatellite

1-10

0.2-2M

Picosatellite

0.1-1

20-200K

Femtosatellite

<0.1

0.1-20K

Figure 5: Small Satellite Launches as of June 2007
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As each mission is different, so are the CubeSat
designs. A satellite is typically composed of a payload
and a set of supporting subsystems, including structural,
electrical power (EPS), data handling (DH),
communications (Comm), attitude/orbit control
(AOCS), propulsion, and thermal control (TCS),
depending on mission requirements. Launch costs are
also essential to include. In order to compare this
traditional picosatellite technology to others, a COTS
CubeSat is proposed as detailed in Table 5.

Traditional Picosatellites
Nanosatellites are not part of the very small satellite
classification, but it is important to note that this mass
range is currently considered the lowest practical end
where full satellite functionality can be achieved. For
example, the $2M, 6.5 kg SNAP-1 mission was the first
nanosatellite to demonstrate a complete set of satellite
capabilities typically found in larger satellites,
including full attitude and orbit determination and
control, including a significant propulsion system.29
Other ongoing developments are exploring the use of
nanosatellites for distributed mission applications.30-31

Table 5: COTS CubeSat Configuration and Costs
*approximate costs from vendors **aggregate costs of authors and vendors

Vendor/
Model
USAFA
MESA
Pumpkin
Skeletonized
Clyde Space
EPS System
Pumpkin
FM430
Microhard
MHX-2400
bar magnet/
damper
SSTL
SGR-05

Mass
(g)

Unit Cost
@1*

Unit Cost
@1000**

130

$2,723

$1,493

155

$1,350

$810

310

$25,240

$19,252

90

$1,200

$720

75

$750

$345

25

-

-

20

$20,000

$6,000

Propulsion

none

-

-

-

-

$40,000

$20,000

805

$91,303

$48,644

Subsystem

Twenty picosatellites have flown since 2000 as
summarized in Table 41. The first seven picosatellite
missions were based on custom-developed satellite
buses. The thirteen most recent picosatellite missions
were developed using the CubeSat educational satellite
standard, based on traditional satellite design,32 and
deployed with the Poly Picosat Orbital Deployer (PPOD).33 Fourteen CubeSat systems were destroyed by a
launch vehicle failure in July 2006. Five more subkilogram CubeSats were launched in April 2007. The
current picosatellite success rate is 35%.

Payload &
Interface
Structure
EPS
DH
Comm
ADCS
GPS

Table 4: Summary of Picosatellite Missions
as of June 20071
Mission

Satellite

Bus

Mass

Success

Launch

various/
P-POD

OPAL (2000)

Picosat 1A/1B

Custom

0.55

Yes

TOTALS:

-

Thelma

Custom

0.5

No

Louise

Custom

0.5

No

JAK

Custom

0.5

No

Stensat

Custom

0.23

No

MASat 1

Custom

0.5

No

MightySat (2000)

Picosat 1C/1D

Custom

0.55

Yes

Eurockot (2003)

CubeSat XI-iV

CubeSat

1

Yes

DTUSat

CubeSat

1

No

CUTE-I

CubeSat

1

Yes

CanX-1

CubeSat

1

No

AAU CubeSat

CubeSat

1

Partial

CubeSat XI-V

CubeSat

1

Yes

UWE-1

CubeSat

1

Yes

Ncube-2

CubeSat

1

No

AeroCube-2

CubeSat

1

No

CAPE1

CubeSat

1

Partial

CP3

CubeSat

1

No

CP4

CubeSat

1

Partial

LIBERTAD-1

CubeSat

1

Yes

SSETI (2005)

DNEPR (2007)
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Cost modeling assumptions are defined in determining
the CubeSat mission costs, considering the plasma
bubble mission requirements, as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Maximum performance parameters shall be used
System configuration shall be: 1 kg, 1 L maximum
Launch costs are based on historical Dnepr data
Non-recurring engineering shall not be included
Assembly, integration, and test (AIT) costs shall
not be included, unless required to equate systems.

The assumptions apply to all other technologies
evaluated. For most missions, the last two cost
categories can be far greater than the actual hardware.
As we develop our cost model, they will be included. In
order to determine a cost versus performance
relationship for comparison, ideally, key performance
metrics should be properly identified. Two logical
parameters are sunlit average power generation and
payload accommodation. Most other system
capabilities, such as payload support, on-board
computing, communication range, can be determined
from these and the assumptions listed above.
The COTS CubeSat is estimated to have an average
sunlit power generation of 2.4 W and has an
approximate payload capacity of 300 g and 9x9.5x3cm.
8
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Microengineered Aerospace Systems

Satellite-on-a-Chip

34

Since 1998, Helvajian and Janson have pioneered
microengineering of aerospace systems based on
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and microfabrication. One of the earliest concepts was an “all
silicon” approach, where satellites are mass-produced
by stacking up payloads and subsystems built entirely
of silicon wafers.35 Integrating MEMS with
complementary metal-on-silicon (CMOS), which is the
most common integrated circuit (IC) fabrication
technology, is highlighted in all these efforts as an
essential development for very small satellites.

The earliest known mention of satellite-on-a-chip can
be attributed to an interview with Joshi42 in 1994. Since
then, many have proposed satellite-on-a-chip as the
ultimate goal for spacecraft miniaturization. Several
have reduced major satellite components to a single
System-on-a-Chip (SoC). SpaceChip is a proposed
satellite-on-a-chip based on commercial CMOS, with a
strict monolithic SoC implementation.4,43-44 Our goal is
to determine the feasibility and utility of satellite-on-achip and identify the key limiting issues.
SpaceChip was designed using Wertz and Larson’s45
Space Mission Analysis and Design (SMAD) principles
as illustrated in Figure 6. Considering the baseline
science mission, a large fleet of SpaceChips would be
deployed from a host small satellite relay in LEO. The
mission will be performed for as long as the fleet of
SpaceChips remains in communication range of the
host satellite.

36

Janson and Helvajian also developed the Co-Orbiting
Satellite Assistant (COSA), proposed initially with a
100 g (femtosatellite) mass baseline. (As a side note, no
femtosatellites have flown in space, other than
experimental test structures.37) COSA is intended for a
weeklong satellite inspection mission, with most of the
design effort going into a photostructurable glass/
ceramic material (FoturanTM) to mass-produce a multifunctional propulsion and structural subsystem.
COSA has been recently revised, targeting a onekilogram spacecraft configuration with a ∆V capability
of 30 m/s.38 Startup costs are initially estimated at
$600,000 with a unit cost of $30,000 for the
structural/propulsion subsystem alone. A battery and
conventional PCB provide the payload and subsystem
functionality.

Figure 6: Notional SpaceChip System
Configuration44

Since COSA is primarily focused on a propulsion
system for spacecraft inspection, it would not be fair to
compare this technology in a mission scenario where
propulsion is not required or desired. Therefore, it is not
included in our evaluation. However, it should be noted
that this promising technology is well suited for a
complete propulsion system for picosatellites, which
currently does not exist.

The main advantage of this approach is a complete
turnkey solution, where the spacecraft design is sent
electronically to the foundry, where it is then massproduced. Our current studies show that to meet various
basic system requirements, two die must be sandwiched
on a thermal substrate, which would only require
minimal labor. With the given dimensions in Figure 6, a
maximum of 2,500 SpaceChips could be deployed from
one 2.5 kg P-POD and would have a total mass of 27.5
kg. SpaceChip’s costs are highlighted in Table 6.

In addition to microengineered aerospace systems, the
concept of multifunctional structures and architectures
was introduced, also backing the idea of low cost mass
production of satellites.39 This idea fostered the
responsive space movement, which proposes that
satellites would be built and rapidly deployed using
streamlined manufacturing processes and modular
technologies.40-41 Similarly, Bruhn30 has led an effort to
reduce satellite mass and volume by “orders of
magnitude” using a proprietary architecture called
Multifunctional Micro Systems (MMS). A third party
has licensed MMS technology with the goal of massproducing advanced nanosatellites for $4M and
picosatellites for $2M.

Barnhart

Table 6: SpaceChip Configuration and Costs
*approximate costs from vendors **estimated costs by authors and vendors

Item
SpaceChip
Launch
TOTALS:

Vendor/
Model
various
P-POD
-

Mass
(g)
10
-

Unit Cost
@1*
$2,400
$300
$2,700

Unit Cost
@1,000**
$400
$300
$700

Known key limiting performance parameters:44
•
•
•
•
9

Payload: cannot integrate MESA payload on chip
EPS: 1 mW average sunlit power, no eclipse ops
Comm: 1 km range with external antenna, 582 bps
AOCS: integrated GPS or propulsion not possible
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Secondly, we assumed that the component type, count,
cost, and interconnectivity would be the same as
PCBSat. This leads us to a thickness of about 1 cm.

Satellite-on-a-PCB
The original purpose of PCBSat was to serve as a
tangible prototype and testbed for the SpaceChip work.
After some development, inspiration from the first
picosatellite configurations of OPAL, and the EyasSAT
project,46 PCBSat now is a separate effort to design,
build, test, and fly a low-cost mass-producible subkilogram sensor node for a range of distributed space
missions.47 The current design of the flight model is
presented in the next section. The original system
configuration goal is a 10×10×2 cm, ~100 g very small
satellite, compatible with P-POD. A summary of
PCBSat costs are given in Table 7.

The MCMSat design is shown in Figure 7. The primary
construction is based on a patterned overlay technology,
which allows extremely close component placement (<
0.5 mm) and forms a flat, chip-like surface. MCMSat is
formed as a sandwich of three MCMs, interconnected
through a 2 mm, 80-contact border array between
substrates. The RF subsystem is formed using four,
1.5x80 mm crossed dipoles, and the power subsystem
employs eight, 20x40 mm GaAs solar cells. Traditional
microelectronics components are sprinkled throughout
the substrates. All components are recessed within
substrates. This arrangement permits the surface
attachment of other components (including payload),
but this feature was not exploited in the present design.
Small provisions for payloads are made in each layer.

Table 7: PCBSat Configuration and Costs
*approximate costs from vendors **estimated costs by authors and vendors

Item
Payload
Structure
PCBs (2)
Comm
Launch
TOTALS:

Vendor/
Model
USAFA
MESA
various
various
MaxStream
XTend
P-POD
-

Mass
(g)

Unit Cost
@1

Unit Cost
@1,000**

80

$2,600

$1,450

41
120

$80
$1,172

$48
$811

Payload

Optional payload

Antenna (1/4)

Inter-grid (1/4)

Inter-grid (1/2)

Battery charge
regulator

Solar cells (1/8)

18

$179

$90

259

$8,000
$12,031

$6,000
$8,399

Avionics

Battery (1/2)

Mass storage
(1/3)

The average sunlit power generation for PCBSat is 700
mW and the available payload capacity is 5×5×0.5 cm.
As with CubeSat, all mission requirements can be met,
but at lower performance levels.

MCMSat top

Satellite-on-a-MCM
MCM technology has been used for some time to
miniaturize satellite components. Building on that idea,
the satellite-on-a-MCM concept, similar to SpaceChip
and PCBSat, would implement an entire satellite using
one or more MCM substrates. Working under the same
assumptions and constraints, the average sunlit power
generation also drives the MCMSat configuration,
which means that we need a similar area for solar cells.
We are then led to the same 10x10 cm configuration to
maintain compatibility with the P-POD deployer, but
the advantage that MCM encapsulation offers is a
reduction in thickness and mass.

MCMSat bottom
Common power layer

Figure 7. MCMSat Notional Configuration
In effect, the MCMSat is actually two primitive
satellites in one. The top and bottom surfaces are
identical autonomous satellites, containing all support
except for the battery. The sandwich construction
allows for energy collection with up to 50% duty factor
per spacecraft, and through appropriate network
protocols, the construction permits for a higher
communication duty factor when in contact with a
telemetry station. The top is mounted face up, the
bottom face down, positioned at a 90-degree angle
relative to each other to simplify interconnection to the
center layer. The center layer-substrate is dedicated to
power storage, supporting two 35x45x5.5 mm batteries,
which are uniformly distributed to each substrate
through internal battery charge regulation circuitry. An
optional internal bay is available for additional payload
(2x8x0.6cm). Based on these assumptions, approximate
costs are shown in Table 8.

MCM-L (chip-on-board) was briefly examined, but at
the one kilogram scale, does not offer much of an
advantage over traditional PCBs, as it does not allow
embedding of components in multiple layers. Both
MCM-C (ceramic) and MCM-D (thin-film) approaches
are considered viable; this study focused on MCM-D
due to its higher compactness and flexibility.
Two assumptions were made to derive the MCMSat
cost using MCM-D. First, we assumed that all ICs
being used in PCBSat are available as bare die.
Barnhart
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Looking at the cost of payload volume, CubeSat turns
out to be the most cost effective, when the maximum
available payload volume is considered. SpaceChip is
again off the chart at $22M per cm3 for a constellation
size of 10,000. PCBSat is roughly double the cost, with
MCMSat coming in third.

Table 8: MCMSat Configuration and Costs
*approximate costs from vendors **estimated costs by authors and vendors

Item
Payload
Structure
Parts
Launch
TOTALS:

Vendor/
Model
USAFA
MESA
various
various
P-POD
-

Mass
(g)

Unit Cost
@1

Unit Cost
@1,000**

80

$2,600

$1,450

40
50
170

$15,069
$1,176
$4,000
$22,845

$9,041
$849
$3,000
$14,340

$2,000
$1,800
$1,600
$1,400

The sunlit average power generation for MCMSat is
identical to PCBSat, which is 700 mW. The available
payload capacity is smaller than PCBSat at 1x8x0.2 cm
on two faces, with an optional internal “bay” of
2×8×0.6 cm. As with CubeSat, all mission requirements
can be met, but at lower performance levels.

$400
$200
$0
1

$70,000
CubeSat
MCMSat
PCBSat
SpaceChip

$30,000
$20,000
$10,000
$0
100

1000

10000

Figure 8. Unit Cost vs. Constellation Size
Unit cost does not mean much without a performance
metric, such as average sunlit power generation as
shown in Figure 9. In this case, SpaceChip is costprohibitive at $550,800/W (off the chart), with a
constellation size of 10,000. PCBSat proves to be the
most cost effective at any quantity, with MCMSat
coming in slightly ahead of CubeSat.

$30,000
CubeSat
MCMSat
PCBSat
SpaceChip
$15,000
$10,000

Developed from three prototypes, the flight model is
discussed in the remainder of this section. The third
most recent revision of the PCB configuration is shown
in Figure 11 with system requirements and test results
shown in Table 9.

$5,000
1

10

100

1000

10000

Figure 9. Cost/W vs. Constellation Size
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10000

Similar to SpaceChip, SMAD45 principles are used
throughout the design of PCBSat. The PCBSat design is
“bottoms up,” where a finite set of payload and
subsystem components, constrained by commercial
parts availability, are integrated to determine the overall
system capability, which in turn, determines its range of
applications. Commodity surface mount components
are used to keep part and manufacturing costs low.

$35,000

$20,000

1000

PCBSAT DESIGN

$40,000

$25,000

100

The real measure of value for a small satellite in a
distributed space mission is the utility of the system.
Demand for such missions is less sensitive to cost than
is widely thought, but is first order sensitive to the
value of the product delivered. This underlies why ~100
kg microsatellites have proliferated in the small satellite
market, instead of much smaller satellites, despite the
lower unit cost of the latter. As far as Earth observation
is concerned, SSTL has found that a minimum size of
~100 kg is needed to incorporate a useful payload, such
as the LandSat ETM (Enhanced Thematic Mapper) data
compatible camera, then deliver sufficiently timely data
to satisfy business case driven missions. In our case, we
are trying to demonstrate that for certain missions
where a large number of in-situ measurement points is a
mission requirement, a very small, low cost solution is
essential, provided that a sufficient and small enough
payload exists. The remainder of this payload is
devoted to the system design of PCBSat, featuring the
MESA payload.

$80,000

10

10

Figure 10. Cost/Maximum Payload Volume (cm3)
vs. Constellation Size

$90,000

1

SpaceChip

$600

$100,000

$40,000

PCBSat

$800

Comparing preliminary costs for the four technologies
under investigation reveals some interesting results. As
expected, SpaceChip has the lowest unit cost with
CubeSat being the highest as shown in Figure 8.

$50,000

MCMSat

$1,000

Cost Analysis

$60,000

CubeSat

$1,200
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Table 9: PCBSat System Requirements, Configuration, and Test Results
System
Top Level
Payload
Orbit

Requirement
▪All COTS parts
▪Commercial PCB
▪Plasma sensor

Key Components

Expected Results

▪MESA

Actual Results

▪100 mW

▪TBD

▪LEO

▪500 km, 30 degrees

▪500 km, 30 degrees

Configuration &
Structure

▪~100 g mass
▪PC104 PCB
▪P-POD compatibility

▪100-200 g
▪90×96 mm
▪10×10×2 cm configuration

▪~260 g
▪96×96 mm
▪10×10×2 cm

EPS

▪2×8-cell solar arrays
▪Regulated 3.3V
▪PPT & BCR
▪Li-Ion Battery
▪V&I telemetry

▪GaAs/Ge 2×4 cm cells
▪MAX604
▪MAX856/982
▪Olympus Li-30B
▪MAX4072

▪η≅16%
▪η=92% regulator
▪η=80% PPT/BCR
▪645 mAh

▪TBD
▪η=92%
▪η=82.7%
▪480 mAh needed

DH

▪3.3V RISC CPU

▪Atmel Mega128L

▪128K flash memory
▪USB umbilical
▪ISP

▪3.6864 MHz clock
▪5 mA current draw
▪Software size TBD

▪3.6864 MHz
▪5 mA
▪19 kB, 15% used

▪Acroname USB
▪AVRISP

Comm

▪Unlicensed/ISM band
▪Mesh network capability

▪MaxStream XTend

▪264 mW RX
▪1980 mW TX
▪100 km range

▪TBD
▪TBD
▪TBD

AOCS

▪Orbit determination

▪iTrax-03S GPS
▪Sarantel GeoH-SMP

▪GPS lock in 33 sec
▪100 mW

▪27 sec
▪100 mW
▪Firmware issues

▪Passive magnetic

▪Permanent magnet
▪Functional

▪Functional

Propulsion
Thermal

▪None
▪2-channel telemetry

▪Thermistor

PCBSat Configuration and Structure
The configuration of PCBSat was originally confined to
a single PC104 format PCB to support EyasSAT
spinoff applications.46 The PCB size grew slightly to
96x96 mm. The CAD tools used in this project were
EAGLE from CadSoft and Pentalogix Viewmate. The
prototype PCBs were produced at a commercial facility.

Sun Sensor
Temp
Sensor

Solar Cells

The driving system configuration requirement for the
flight model is compatibility with P-POD.33 With
structural dimensions of 10x10x2 cm as shown in
Figure 12, 15 PCBSats can be deployed from a P-POD.
~4MHz µcontroller

I&V Telemetry 3.3V Regulator, PPT & BCR
CMOS Imager
640x480

Sun
Sensor
RT
Clock

GPS Receiver
and antenna

2.4 GHz
Radio
Module
115.2 kbps
(~1.3 km
range)

Li-ion battery

9 x 9.5 cm

Figure 12: PCBSat Structure made of Delrin®

Figure 11: Front and Back View of PCBSat (Rev C)
Barnhart
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CubeSat launches will not induce any destructive
resonance for PCBSat. However, when the flight model
is built, it will undergo proper vibration testing.

Instead of aluminum, space-suitable plastic, such as
DuPont Delrin® 107 Black, is being used. Blocks of
Delrin can be very cheaply and quickly milled or can be
used in a molding process. Table 10 compares Delrin to
typical spacecraft materials. Using this material, the
structure alone has a mass of 41 g.

In terms of outgassing, NASA standards for spacecraft
applications of materials typically require the percent of
total mass loss (%TML) to be less than 1.0% and the
collected volatile condensed material (%CVCM) to be
less than 0.1% Delrin 107 Black clearly exceeds these
requirements with a 0.62% and %0.01, respectively. It
is also ultra-violet (UV) resistant.

Table 10: Materials Property Comparison
Material

Density
(ρ)
(g/cm3)

Young’s
Modulus (E)
(GPa)

Yield
Stress (σ)
(MPa)

Delrin 107 BK

1.42

3.2

71

6061-T6 Al

2.71

69

240

Ti-6Al-4V

4.43

110

855

A-286 Steel

7.94

201

660

The flight model configuration will consist of the
Delrin structure with two PCBs. One PCB will be very
similar to that in Figure 11, containing all the
subsystem electronics on one side and solar cells on the
outward facing side. The second PCB will be the
MESA interface board, which will have MESA
surrounded with solar cells on the outside, and the
inside will be used for the MESA interface to the other
subsystems.

Structural integrity must be considered for the launch
environment, as shown in Figure 13. A first order
structural analysis is given next.

PCBSat Electrical Power Subsystem
The PCBSat EPS is a full-featured system, with solar
array peak power tracking (PPT), battery charge
regulation (BCR), 3.3V voltage regulation, and sixpoint telemetry. The circuit is based on the Maxim
Integrated Products MAX 604, 856, 982, and 4072 ICs.
Balancing the power budget has been a difficult task,
due to the solar array area and constraints in addition to
the scarcity of reliable sources for cheap solar cells. The
basic solar array for the first three revisions uses cheap,
readily available hobby cells. The array delivers ~550
mW peak power in AM0 conditions (1366 W/m2) as
illustrated in Figure 14. This gives a measured
efficiency of 7.3% for the 56 cm2 array, which was less
than the advertised 11.4%. For the two-sided planar
configuration of PCBSat, the sunlit average power
generation is estimated to be 50% of the single array
peak power, which is 275 mW. The measured PPT
efficiency is 82.7%.

Figure 13. CubeSat Launch Environment48
Treating PCBSat as a simple beam and assuming that
the total mass is approximately 250 g, the natural
frequency in the lateral direction is found to be 64.7
kHz using the following equation:

(1)
300

f nat

AE
= 0.250
= 20 kHz
mB L :

Current (mA)

Similarly, the natural frequency in the axial direction is
found to be 20 kHz using the equation below:
(2)

As these frequencies are well to the right of the curves
shown in Figure 13, the actual power spectral density
cannot be directly calculated. For this case, it can be
assumed that the range of launch vehicles used for
Barnhart

600

~550 mW Peak Power (Typical)

250

500

200

400

150

300

100

200

50

100

0

Power (mW)

f nat

 bh 3 

E 
12 
EI

= 0.560
= 0.560
= 64.7 kHz
mB L3
mB L3

IV Curve
Power

0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

Volts (V)

Figure 14: PCBSat Solar Array Data Performance
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The total required capacity of 480 mAh obtained by
equation (4) assumes a depth of discharge (DOD) of
80% for a three-month mission and a transmission
efficiency of 90% between the battery and the load.
This shows that the selected Li-ion battery, having a
capacity of 645 mAh, will be sufficient for the mission.

The BCR segment features a 3.6V, 645 mAh Li-Ion
battery. Voltage regulation is achieved with a MAX
604 linear regulator, which gives an efficiency of 92%
when stepping down from 3.6 to 3.3V.
A preliminary power budget is shown in Table 11 for
PCBSat with the MESA payload. Recalling the nature
of ionospheric plasma depletions, the phenomenon only
occurs between dusk and dawn, which corresponds to
orbital eclipse. Therefore, MESA and GPS (for time
and location stamping) will only need to operate during
this time. This gives a sunlit power requirement of 51
mW and an eclipse power requirement of 581 mW.

PCBSat Data Handling Subsystem and Software
The chosen core of the DH subsystem is the Atmel
Mega128L 8-bit AVR® low-power microcontroller,
which is in-system programmable (ISP) via a 6-wire
programming interface to an AVRISP® dongle to a PC.
It also has a boot loader option, which is essential for
updating software once deployed. CodeVisionAVR was
selected as the software development environment.

Table 11: PCBSat Power Budget
System
Payload
EPS
DH
Comm RX
Comm TX
AOCS

Typ.
(%)45
40
20
10
30
0

Max
(mW)
100
Xs/Xe
18

Sunlit
Duty
Cycle
(%)
0
100

Sunlit
Power
Req’t
(mW)
0
18

Eclipse
Duty
Cycle
(%)
100
100

Eclipse
Power
Req’t
(mW)
100
18
264

264

5

13

100

1980

1

20

5

99

100

0

0

100

100

Propulsion

0

0

-

-

-

-

Thermal

0

0

-

-

-

-

Structure

0
100
%

0
2462
mW

-

51
mW

-

581
mW

Total

-

-

The software for the project is currently at 6,800 lines
of code written in ANSI C. The compiled binary file is
19 kilobytes in size, taking 15% of the available code
space. Hardware interrupts signal data collection and
transmission. A significant amount of the code is
required for the GPS and payload modules.
PCBSat Communications Subsystem
The PCBSat Communication subsystem is one of the
key elements of the design, as the communication range
is a significant parameter to trade off in distributed
satellite system constellations. In addition to range,
unlicensed frequency bands, low-power requirements,
and ad-hoc networking are most important. Table 12
summarizes the solutions investigated for PCBSat.

The 500 km circular orbit gives a period of 94.6
minutes, a sunlit time of 58.9 minutes, and an eclipse
time of 35.7 minutes. The solar array power is obtained
with data from Table 11, a measured sunlit power
transfer efficiency of 76%, an estimated eclipse power
transfer efficiency of 60% as follows:
 PT PT 
Psa =  s s + e e  / Ts = 654 mW
Xe 
 Xs

Table 12: Communication Subsystem Options

(3)

Vendor

Atmel

Mesh support

Cost ($)
Size (cm)
Mass (g)
CPU use
External parts
Voltage (V)
Data rate (kbps)
RF (mW)/dBm
Advertised
Range (km)
RX current (mA)
TX current (mA)
TX efficiency

The total required capacity of the battery is found using
the following equation:
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ATR
2406

Band (ISM)

Equation (3) gives a solar array requirement of 654
mW, which is nearly 380 mW more than the hobby
cells can provide. Discounted “seconds” GaAs/Ge cells
will be used, which offer an average efficiency of 16%
versus a guaranteed 18% at full cost. Making further
tradeoffs in spacecraft configuration, a total of 16 cells
over both sides will be used to generate a minimum
average of about 700 mW in the sun with no attitude
control, which is discussed further in the ADCS section.

PeTe
Cr =
= 480 mAh
( DOD)n

Specification

No
2.4
GHz
8
3x6
1
50%
21
3.3
122.88
2.5/4

XBee
Pro
Max
Stream
Yes
2.4
GHz
32
2.4x3.3
4
No
0
3.3-5
115.2
60/18

Max
Stream
Yes
900
MHz
179
3.7x6.05
18
No
0
3.3
115.2
500/27

0.3

1.3

32

100

57
42
1.3%

55
214
6.7%

80
600
25.3%

210
550
36.4%

XTend

MHX2400
Microhard
No
2.4
GHz
750
5.3x8.9
75
No
0
5
115.2
1000/30

The single-chip ATR2406 transceiver was used on the
first PCBSat revision, but required excessive CPU
support and had low transmit (TX) efficiency and
range. The XBee, not shown in the table, has similar

(4)
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performance to the ATR2406, but has its own
processor. The XBee Pro offers a small improvement in
efficiency and range and supports mesh networking.

Finally, the system data requirements must be
examined. With each PCBSat generating 306 bps of
data, the network data rate of 115.2 kbps will be more
than adequate in a mesh or repeater mode for the
baseline 10 or even 100 PCBSats. Throughout the 35.7
min eclipse, this totals to 6,555 kbit per measurement
campaign that must be stored in the supporting
CubeSat. Assuming a typical 12-minute pass, a 9.6
kbps downlink is all that is required.

It was obvious early on that more range was needed to
ensure a worthwhile mission lifetime, due to the natural
separation of PCBSats in orbit. Therefore, the XTend
became the most favorable option, as it gives an
exceptional advantage in transmit efficiency (25.3%),
advertised terrestrial range (32 km), cost, and low
voltage (3.3 V) operation.

PCBSat Attitude and Orbit Determination and
Control Subsystem

Looking closer at the advertised range of the XTend, it
should be noted that it is for a noisy terrestrial
environment. For the PCBSat flight model, a 0 dBi gain
chip antenna will be used to simplify the integration.
Using the data in Table 12 and assuming no losses other
than free space, a system noise of 135 K, a true RF data
rate of 125 kbps, and a 10 dB margin, this gives a range
of 120 km as found with the following equation:

Eb Pt Gt Ls Gr
=
N0
kTS R

No attitude control is required by the payload for this
mission with the MESA sensor in an electron-sensing
configuration. If the MESA sensor is to detect ambient
ions in LEO, or for other missions, attitude control is
required. A few ADCS options are available for
PCBSat. For attitude determination, two cadmium
sulfide (CdS) sensors, one on the front and the other on
the back, are used to tell which face of the PCB is
illuminated. These will serve for telemetry and
debugging purposes. For attitude control, a simple bar
magnet in one axis could be used to reduce the
tumbling rate and possibly improve the average sun
angle on the solar array, provided that the magnetic
field does not exceed 0.2 Gauss at MESA. Another
option is to include small deployable fins to use the
drag environment in addition to a permanent to achieve
a desired alignment.49

(5)

A more conservative range of 100 km was used for the
STK simulations of the various mission scenarios.
As wireless sensor networks have proliferated, so has
the research into the various supporting network
protocols.2 XMesh is a popular option for sensor nodes
running TinyOS. Because TinyOS does not support real
time operations, it is not being considered.

The Fastrax iTrax-03S GPS module and Sarantel
GeoHelix-SMP passive antenna have been investigated
for orbit determination. The module has a one pulse per
second output, which is connected the ATmega128’s
interrupt capture port, which allows for precise internal
timestamping of events by the microcontroller. Newly
developed ceramic surface-mount antennas are also
being investigated, as they would simplify integration.

Two communication strategies supported by XTend are
being evaluated. First, the repeater protocol can be
enabled, where data is blindly sent and repeated to all
radios in the network. This option reduces network
traffic and latency for maintaining routing tables, but is
not very power efficient at a system level. The second
option is the mesh network functionality, which is selfhealing and organizing. This option is more power
efficient at a system level, but requires frequent route
discovery, which introduces significant latency.

One complicating issue is that terrestrial GPS receivers
cannot be used out of the box for space applications.
Firmware modifications are required.50 Although not
technically challenging, formal software and
government licensing requirements must be satisfied.
To verify these limitations, the iTrax-03S was put in a
GPS orbital simulator. It was able to successfully track
the satellites in view, which shows that the hardware
could handle the Doppler shift experienced in LEO. But
as expected, it did not give a valid fix, due to the
firmware limits in place, which are 500 m/s and/or
60,000 ft. altitude. Other postage-stamp-sized receivers
are currently being evaluated for mission suitability.

The payload and telemetry requirements for the system
are important to consider as well. The basic payload
data packet format is shown in Table 13.
Table 13: PCBSat Data Packet
Bytes
3
17
250
36
306
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Description
Unique identifier and status flags
Time and location stamp
MESA raw data (optional)
Processed MESA data
Total
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testing is very expensive and is usually mitigated
through software and hardware design redundancy as
previously discussed.

PCBSat Thermal Control Subsystem
The thermal environment is one of the most challenging
issues in spacecraft systems engineering. The vacuum
of space introduces unique thermal control challenges,
as the convective heat transfer with the air in the
terrestrial environment mitigates non-space system
thermal problems. The spacecraft structure, in addition
to ensuring the satellite survives launch, can be
purposely designed to ensure a tolerable thermal
environment. A brief analysis has been performed,
which shows that the temperature range in orbit will not
exceed the range of industrial grade electronics. The
flight model will be properly tested in a thermal
vacuum chamber.

The test was performed over a period of 6 hours at a
dose rate of 5.02 krad/hr (SiO2). The ionizing radiation
was 1.25 MeV gamma rays from a Co-60 source. The
beam was kept at a fixed distance and nearly normal to
the PCBs throughout the duration of the test. A picture
of the irradiator and test fixture is shown in Figure 15.

ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING RESULTS
Radiation and charged particles, whose fluence greatly
varies with altitude, is one of the main problems
addressed when flying COTS components in space.51
Long-term exposure to radiation causes a degradation
of performance and increased power draw due to the
total ionizing dose (TID) effect. This will not be a
concern for short-lived missions like those that PCBSat
will support in LEO, where the environment is only 11.5 rad (SiO2) per day. Four to eight mils of coverglass
for the solar cells and a small amount of aluminum spot
shielding on the ICs can mitigate the accumulation of
total dose. Favorable total dose radiation testing results
are reported on later in this section.
However, single event effects (SEE) must be tolerated
and handled using several strategies, as no amount of
shielding will stop the high-energy particles that cause
SEE. Single event upsets (SEU) is the most common
phenomenon, where a logic bit is toggled. SEU rates of
the order of 10-6 SEU bit-1 day-1 can be expected in
LEO. For PCBSat, these errors will be accepted, as a lot
of data will be collected and the noticeably bad points
will be thrown out. In the event that an SEU occurs in
control logic, causing the CPU to go into an unexpected
state, a watchdog timer will reset the system.

Figure 15. Co-60 Irradiator and Test Fixture
Only two PCBSat devices under test (DUTs) were
available for testing. The first DUT was simply the
PCB with the ATmega128L, crystal oscillator, and
supporting capacitors mounted. The second DUT was
populated as a complete PCBSat. 125 mils of aluminum
spot-shielding was applied over all integrated circuits in
the second DUT. The shielding was not expected to
reduce the dose, as this thickness and material is
virtually transparent to the highly energetic gamma
rays. However, this type of shielding is effective on
orbit, where there is a wide spectrum of particles. The
point of doing so was to ensure no unforeseen doseenhancement would occur, which normally only occurs
in materials with high atomic materials, such as gold.

Single event latchup (SEL) is more serious, as parasitic
transistors in the circuit, which are normally dormant,
can be activated, pulling damaging levels of current. A
high current monitor will reset the hardware when an
SEL is detected.
Total ionizing dose radiation testing was performed on
two prototype PCBSat units at the National Physics
Laboratory in the United Kingdom. The purpose of this
test was to determine if the selected COTS components
were suitable for a mission in LEO. A total dose
hardness of 5-10 krad (SiO2) is typically desirable for a
mission less than a year long.51 Single-event hardness is
also desirable, but determining hardness levels through
Barnhart

Both units were remotely powered with 3.3 V DC
(measured at the components) and the current was
monitored throughout. The power was used as the
normal 3.3 V system regulated voltage (VCC) input for
the first prototype. On the second one, it was used to
simulate solar power input to the PPT/BCR circuit,
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ATmega128’s could not be reprogrammed. This is a
well understood failure mechanism,52 as the charge
pump circuits are greatly affected by total dose. This is
not a concern once the satellites are on orbit.

although no battery was used. In addition, the second
prototype transmitted telemetry via the wireless link
throughout the test.
No measurable effects were observed up to 5 krad.
After this point, all six telemetry channels transmitted
by the second prototype (battery, solar array, and 3.3 V
regulated bus voltage and current) began to decrease at
a very low rate, which was originally thought to be a
minor fluctuation. At 17.5 krads, the test was briefly
paused and the chamber was entered to verify the
telemetry data by making a measurement with a
multimeter. It was found at this point that VCC had
dropped from the original level of 3.3 V down to 3.23
V, which is not unreasonable, but not nominal and
explains the slowly falling telemetry values. With
approval from the test team, this quick measurement
was repeated at 2.5 krad intervals throughout the
remainder of the test.

The DS1302Z real-time clock was isolated and found to
have an increased power draw from 200 nA to about 2
mA, which is a 10,000-fold increase. After roomtemperature annealing it never regained functionality.
The crystal was checked and found to remain at the
specified frequency.
The XBee wireless module also performed perfectly
through 30 krad with no measurable increase in
operating current. Some wireless telemetry was lost
periodically throughout the test, but considering there
was several feet of lead and concrete between the
devices, this was expected and similarly experienced by
other devices being tested at the same time.
Finally, the GPS module was removed and tested
independently. It was found to draw only 23 mA when
it should have been drawing 30 mA. Detailed test data
shows that the device operated perfectly until there was
a spike in operating current right at 22.5 krad, which
can be seen in the graph. After room-temperature
annealing it never regained functionality. Table 14
gives a summary of the radiation test results by device.

All systems remained functional through 20 krad and
the total current draw for each prototype remained
virtually constant through the end of the test at 30 krad.
It was expected that the current would rise throughout
the test. The GPS module and real-time clock first
exhibited irregular behavior at 22.5 krad and both
ceased functioning by 25 krad, although VCC was still
3.11 V, well above the minimum voltage requirement
for each. From 27.5 to 30 krad, VCC dropped sharply
from 3.05 V to 2.11 V.

Table 14: Summary of Total Ionizing Dose of
30 krad (SiO2) Response by Device

Both PCBSats were then more closely examined two
hours after the end of the test back in the laboratory. It
was found that all three ICs of the EPS had degraded in
performance, resulting in the overall drop of VCC
down to 2.11V at the end of the test. In hindsight, more
points could have been measured during the test to find
out where each component started degrading, but the
telemetry does give us a clue that the process first
started after 5 krad, where linear voltage regulators are
known to fail. Despite this degradation process starting
at 5 krad, for our purposes, the system functionality was
nearly flawless through 20 krad, which is more than
four times the desired hardness level for the mission.
On the first prototype, the ATmega128 operated
flawlessly through 30 krad with no measurable increase
in operating current. The ATmega128 on the second
prototype operated flawlessly through 27.5 krad, then
behaved erratically due to VCC going below the device
threshold. When isolated and powered directly with a
nominal 3.3 V, normal operation was restored. The
flash memory of both devices was then scanned in and
verified against the compiler file with no discrepancies.
The crystal oscillators were also measured and found to
remain at the specified frequency. However, the
Barnhart

Device

First
Anomaly
Point (krad)

Failure
Point
(krad)

Initial
Data

Final
Data

ATmega128

none

none*

~4.5
mA

~4.5
mA

XBee

none

none

50
mA

51
mA

iTrax-03S
GPS

22.5

25

30
mA

23
mA

DS1302Z

22.5

25

200
nA

2
mA

MAX604

~17.5 krad

~24 krad

3.3V

~2.8V

MAX856

~17.5 krad

~24 krad

3.3V

3.18V

MAX982

~17.5 krad

~24 krad

4.2V

2.98V

The solar and GPS environmental testing results were
discussed in the design section. Vibration and thermal
vacuum tests will be performed on the flight model, in
addition to re-verifying the solar, GPS, and radiation
environment response.
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Defense, or the U.S. Government. Cleared for public
release, distribution unlimited by the U.S. Air Force
Institute of Technology (PA#070605). This material is
declared a work of the United States Government and is
not subject to copyright protection in the United States.

SUMMARY
Numerous envisioned distributed space missions with
great benefit to society are awaiting technical solutions
to be developed. Most of the academic excitement
currently surrounds a few missions that require clusters
of formation flying satellites, with many challenging
problems yet to solve. In contrast, there are several
beneficial missions, such as the proposed plasma
bubble study mission, that rely on less complex
architectures based on traditional satellite constellations
to achieve simultaneous in-situ multi-point sensing.
These missions can be enabled by leveraging terrestrial
wireless sensor network technology.
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